MY LITTLE RED VALENTINE!

Written by Staci Dodge
“Mommy, I’m going to make a Valentine for you! I’m going to make one for Grandma, Grandpa and Daddy too!”
I’m going to make one red, yellow, pink and blue. Maybe I should make a purple one too.
On my heart I wrote be mine! I love my little red Valentine!
I drew an X I drew an O. They stand for hugs and kisses you know.
I like this Elephant with his happy face. I need to find him the perfect place!

Maybe with my best friend Grace!
Thank You For Viewing Our Sample!

Other eBooks We Have For Sale!

Peek A Boo Numbers - Our new ebook (PDF format – same format you are looking at right now) is on sale for $2.99

What’s Hiding Behind The Shapes? - Our new ebook (PDF format – same format you are looking at right now) is on sale for $2.99, story can be printed out after purchase.
To see the free sample for this ebook or any of the other ebooks we are selling please visit our website, click the link below or copy and paste the web address below into your web browser.

www.adaycare.com/Books.html  <- View Free Samples!!
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Thank you for your purchase!

We will be making more books available for sale over the next few weeks.

Our books are written for toddler and preschool children. Our books are written to go along with our daycare lesson plans. Our stories will be themed based such as five senses, polar bears, pets, zoo animals, holidays, seasons, etc.
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